
Innovative Bioengineering for the Kings Beach
Community Core Improvements Project
Julie Etra  Western Botanical Services | Leader

The Kings Beach Community Core Improvements
Project (Placer County, owner, Caltrans ROW) includes
drainage, infrastructure, water quality, and traffic
improvements, along with landscaping, lighting, and
other aesthetic components. The water quality
improvements include treatment trains of engineering
features along with the final stage of vegetative and
bioengineering solutions. As part of the project, Western
Botanical Services Inc. (WBS) was contracted through
CARDNO to design erosion control and revegetation
components. A subset to these tasks was the design and
construction oversight (under contract with CH2MHill)
of the expansion of the existing water quality treatment
basin (Beaver outfall) and the final outfalls for Bear and
Deer Streets on the shores of Lake Tahoe. These
bioengineered outfalls followed previous protocol used
on the Fox Clean Water Pipe Project, where in lieu of
traditional rock armoring, a combination of vegetated
mat and coir logs was used. Similar biotechnical
applications have been completed by WBS in the Lake
Tahoe Basin over the last 20 plus years. However, for this
project, the mats and logs were built in place. The field
trip will examine the basin as well as the outfalls; discuss
their design and construction; and evaluate their
performance. Kelley Erosion Control (KEC), the
Contractor for this component of the project, will also
be on site to discuss the nuances of construction. 
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Thursday Morning Mini Fieldtrips
12 May 2016 | Various locations

Early bird registration discounts end 5pm Friday 22 April 2016 www.sercal.org/register2016/

Participants will sign-up for these trips (and ride-sharing) Wednesday at the conference registration desk.
On Thursday morning, Kings Beach participants will walk from the Conference Center; 

the other mini fieldtrips will drive directly from their hotels to the fieldtrip sites.



Rosewood Creek Restoration
Virginia Mahacek Cardno | Leader

The Nevada Tahoe Conservation District (NTCD) has
performed reach-scale assessments, prepared concept
and implementation plans, and constructed restoration
at multiple locations on Rosewood Creek in Incline
Village, NV over the past decade. The successful efforts
on Rosewood Creek reflect extensive collaboration
between federal, state, local agencies and special
districts, coordination with the regional regulatory
entities, unparalleled engagement of private parties, and
substantial consultant support (managed by the trip
leader from Cardno). NTCD’s mission of providing
assistance to land occupiers and governments in
delivering conservation programs made it ideally suited
to lead restoration along this creek, which has a
patchwork of federal parcels, county easements,
numerous individual parcels, and large homeowner
association properties. The reach and site scale efforts
funded by the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation and Nevada
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Mainstem Martis Creek: Restoration Opportunities and Constraints
Staff of Balance Hydrologics | Leaders

Details coming soon! Visit http://www.sercal.org/register2016 for the latest information.

Division of State Lands tiered off earlier watershed-scale
planning sponsored by the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers. The restoration goals are broad, but include a
focus on stopping erosion and sedimentation to reduce
fine sediment loads to Lake Tahoe. The field trip will
provide opportunities to learn about the severely
degraded pre-restoration condition of this steep stream
and experience some of the challenging geomorphic,
ecologic, and urban-engineering constraints. Design
elements reflect scientific and engineering principles,
complex regulatory requirements, potential future fish
access, cost-benefit considerations, and a range of
concerns from residents, owners and tourists. We will
highlight examples of the diverse approaches and
specific treatments applied, ranging from spot
rehabilitation on ~900 feet of USFS and private land
constructed in 2008 to ~2,500 feet of full channel
reconstruction completed over three phases (2012 to
2014). 
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